Processing approach and spectral overview 71
For the study presented here we have used the CHAMP 50Hz data of the FGM measurements. The 72 FGM sensor is oriented such that the x-axis is aligned with the boom and points in flight direction. 73
The y-axis points sideways lying in the horizontal plane. Thus the x and y axes measure approximately 74 the northward and eastward (southward and westward) components of the magnetic field during upleg 75 (downleg) orbital arcs. The z-axis is always sampling the downward component (see Fig. 1 ). In 76 nominal operation the ambient magnetic field was measured by the FGM at a rate of 50 Hz with a 77 resolution of 10 pT over a range from -65000 nT to 65000 nT. 78
For this study the FGM data have been transformed into the Mean-Field-Aligned (MFA) coordinate 79 system. This frame allows for a better separation between natural and artificial signals. Most natural 80 signals are confined to the two transverse magnetic components. In the MFA frame the z component, 81 "parallel," is aligned with the mean field, the y component, "zonal," is perpendicular to the mean field 82 and is pointing to the east, and the x component, "meridional," completes the triad and points outward. 83
A more detailed description of that frame can be found in Park et al. (2013) . In this frame x and y 84 signals are generally small and z comprises the total field strength. In order to interpret disturbance 85 signals we have considered also some instrument house-keeping (HK) data such as temperature and 86 instrument operational modes for comparison. 87
Our basic method is spectral analysis. There are many different techniques for harmonic analysis, such 88 as discrete Fourier transform (DFT), periodogram or wavelets. However, the issue here is not the 89 method per se. In fact no marked difference can be observed between using different methods of 90 spectrum analysis when searching for artificial signals. From the perspective of consistency the spectra 91 in this work are power spectral density (PSD) using Welch's method for a comprehensive 92 consideration. 93
For our analysis we first divide the FGM data into the ascending orbital arc (from south pole to north 94 pole) and descending arc (from north pole to south pole). Here we focused on the signals above 1Hz, 95 therefore the large contributions, e.g. from the Earth"s core field have been subtracted by applying a 96 smoothing cubic spline fitting with appropriate parameters. This kind of tactics is more efficient and 97 convenient for our purpose than the usually way of removing the mean field by a geomagnetic field 98 model. For each arc we calculate the spectrum to identify frequencies of enhanced signals. There is also some fine structure, which can be found in the distribution pattern. Let us have a closer 181 look at a single ring in time-latitude frame. disturbance signal is more sinusoidal in the case of moon sighting. In particular during equinoxes both 211 cameras can be blinded, one by the sun, the other by the moon. That may be the reason why we 212 observe very large PSD magnitudes during those particular days (see Fig. 4) . 213
From all the presented arguments we conclude that the ASC is the source of the 2.1 Hz harmonics 214 signal during certain operational conditions. 215 and B x components, respectively. The two lower frames present the corresponding dynamic spectra.
At the time of the signal burst in By a w-shaped feature appears in the spectrum.
254
These W-shaped spectral features can be found rather frequently. They show a number of 255 commonalities, but also some differences in details. In order to become more familiar with this 256 spectral feature we introduce here the special characteristics. Figure 11 presents in the upper frames 257 two classical cases. The oscillations start at the Nyquist frequency, decrease to zero, recover somewhat, 258 before they go down to zero again; finally they rise and disappear beyond the Nyquist frequency. It is 259 obvious from our standard spectrograms that the time resolution with a window length of 20 s is too 260 coarse for resolving the temporal variations of the frequency changes properly. For that reason we 261 repeated for a number of events the spectral analysis with a window length of 128 data points (~2 s). 262
Thanks to the sufficient signal-to-noise ratio our features are still well identifiable in this reduced 263 spectral resolution. The examples in Figure 11 are from higher resolution spectra. They unveil a 264 number of further details. In several cases we find a rising signal traces before the main signal appears 265 at the Nyquist frequency. We interpret this as the presence of a higher frequency signal that is folded 266 
275
There is another kind of event. The spectral shape of that resembles more a "V". One example of that 276 kind is shown in Figure 11 , bottom frame. In those cases the frequency comes down from the ceiling, 277 hits zero, and goes up again beyond the Nyquist frequency. These "V-events" can be found much 278 more frequently than the W-shaped events. We think both kinds of features are related to the same 279 effect thus we have studied them in one go. 280
We have surveyed the whole CHAMP data set and tried to identify all the V-and W-shaped events at 281 middle and low latitudes. As can be seen in Figure 13 , the events are not distributed evenly over the 282 globe but form distinct patterns. There is a brought stripe running from north to south through the 283 
289
Concerning the root cause of the peculiar signal, we strongly suggest that it reflects an oscillation of 290 the y component ADC at the crossover from negative to positive readings. It can be stated that the 291 MFA y component is at middle and low latitudes rather well aligned with FGM y-axis. Therefore we 292 can affiliate our B y observation with FGM y features. Since CHAMP flies almost over the poles, the 293 zero-declination lines are closely related to the change in B y sign change. The declination map, Figure  294 14, confirms this inference. Furthermore, we observe a bifurcation of the event lines in Figure 13 , 295 which is best visible over the Americas. The cause of that is the slight difference (2.3°) of the CHAMP 296 attitude from true north. On upleg orbital arcs events are found in regions of small eastward 297 declination and on downward arcs they appear at westward declination (figures not shown). Therefore, 298 the lines of true zero-declination are left more or less blank. The remaining question is, why do we 299 observe either V-or W-shaped spectral features? As the satellite approaches the zero-declination 300 region the Sigma-Delta ADC starts oscillating at a fairly high frequency. This decreases and stops 301 right at the y-axis sign change. At withdrawal from the zero line the frequency increases again. The V-302
shaped features appear where we have a quick sign change, in regions where the zero-declination line 303 runs primarily in east-west direction, e.g. India or Indonesia (see Fig. 13 ). W-shaped features reflect 304 multiple sign changes of the y-axis. These are found in regions where the zero-declination line is 305 oriented north-south, e.g. Kamchatka, Siberia, Europe. Small satellite attitude variations of order 2° 306 are probably responsible here for the multiple zero crossings. We have also looked into the other two 307 FGM components. They also show indications of oscillation at sign changes but with much lower and 308 insignificant amplitudes. 309 310
Conclusions and Summary 311
Our survey of the high-resolution CHAMP magnetic field data at 50 Hz over ten years of mission live 312 revealed the quality of the data. The ADC provides a resolution 10 pT (least significant bit) that allows 313
for an unprecedented magnetic field data set in the ELF frequency range up to 25 Hz. There are three 314 kinds of distinct disturbance features. The largest artificial signal appears during a sign change of the 315 FGM y-axis. We observe a sweep through the whole frequency range, first downward then upward as 316 the satellite crosses the zero-declination line. The amplitude at which the frequency the ADC is 317 oscillating amounts to 40 pT. The other two FGM components also show oscillations at zero crossing 318 but at insignificantly low amplitudes. 319
The second largest contribution to the artificial signal comes from the star sensor units on the optical 320 bench at 2.1 Hz and higher harmonics. The ASC emits narrow pulses at 0.5 s separation and about 0. and B x components, respectively. The two lower frames present the corresponding dynamic spectra. 442
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